PWB
Special One Drop Liquid.
P.W.B. Special One Drop Liquid possesses a most extraordinary property.
The human senses, in common with the requirements of all living material
including trees and all other green plants, have evolved the requirements for
forward facing light energy.
Light, in common with most energies within Nature, readily forms an inverse
pattern of itself when encountering an obstacle.
Light is particularly
modified when encountering a transparent obstacle. The human senses will
not function correctly when confronted with an energy pattern which faces
away from the senses.
The daily dietary requirement of salt and sugar is the chemical requirement
that the body requires to manipulate the energy patterns absorbed by our
bodies. To demonstrate the inverse pattern formation on objects which fill
the modern environment, simply place salt on one face and sugar on another
face of the object. Stimulate your sense of hearing by listening to music,
then remove the salt and sugar. The effect on the senses is usually quite profound. The effect is
particularly noticeable if the faces of a NON playing Compact Disc or vinyl record is manipulated
by placing salt (in a small bag) on one face and sugar (in a small bag) on the other face.
All green plant material has it’s own variation of salt and sugar in order for it to correctly
manipulate sunlight. If a small bag containing sugar is attached to the upper surface of a leaf within
your listening territory, including the garden, a noticeable beneficial effect will take place with your
sense of hearing. A small bag containing salt can be attached to the underside of the leaf with the
same beneficial effect.
P.W.B. Special One Drop Liquid can replace, with an increased effect, salt and sugar applied to the
faces of an object, including to the faces of green plant life. The Special One Drop Liquid admits
only forward facing light energy.
All Compact Discs should have a drop of the Special One Drop Liquid applied to both sides and
spread across the surface using a finger tip. The surface can be dried with a cloth or a paper tissue.
Vinyl records should have a drop of the Liquid applied to the particular area on the record which
has the run off groove on both sides of the disc. The outside faces of the disc sleeve or disc
housing should also be treated.
To ascertain the effect of the One Drop Liquid on any object, it is only necessary to initially stand
the small bottle containing the Liquid on the face of the object. ALL transparent material within a
listening room, including glass windows, clock faces, wrist watch faces, TV screens, the lenses of
eye glasses etc. and display windows on equipment should all be treated. It is only necessary to
apply one drop of the Liquid to the corner of a glass window for the beneficial effect to be heard.
The One Drop Liquid is particularly effective if applied to the rear of a photograph and to the glass
face of a photographic frame. Artificial light, in the form of electrical light bulbs, has a particularly
detrimental effect upon the sense of hearing and the glass of an electric light bulb should be treated.
The P.W.B. Special One Drop Liquid can be applied over all previously applied P.W.B. Foils

****************
The PWB Special One Drop Liquid is supplied in a small 15ml bottle which is capable of applying
the Liquid in single drop quantities.
The Price per 15 ml bottle is £100.
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